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y any conventional measure, China's largest exercises in 

self-transformation both began in the countryside. The 

second of these kicked off in 1978. The December plenary 

decision to "accelerate agricultural development" paved the 

way to the break-up of the communes which had already 

organized the economic lives of China's villages for two 

decades. The allocation of responsibility for managing the farm 

to the household followed within a few years. As did the 

unleashing of market prices on those decisions. In hindsight, the 

journey from the rural Household Responsibility System, to the 

construction of the first Special Economic Zones, to the 

workshop-to the-world might appear seamless. It certainly does 

from behind the stout desks of media opinion branders. But 

what if any is the connection between China's place in the world 

today and the first now-all-but-forgotten of these two exercises 

in self-transformation? Revolutionary land reform not only 

paved the way to industrialization, it abolished the economic 

rules of reproduction that were, up to that point, the greatest 

barrier to it. And perhaps most importantly it was the point of 

departure for the building of China's current state capacity.  

 

The period of most intense and consequential communist land 

reform, from 1945 to 1952, is the subject of Brian DeMare’s 

important and finely-crafted Land Wars. The revolution may 

have started in the Shanghai strike of 1927, but it only got off 

the ground when it moved to the countryside. In DeMare’s 

telling, the act of land reform was simultaneously a seizure of 

power from below—an exercise in the political self-

emancipation and actualization of the masses—and repayment 

of the party's debt to its agrarian base.  

 

By 1950, that debt had accumulated for a quarter century. 

Driven by Chiang Kaishek from its natural habitat, the 

communist party sought refuge in the rural hinterlands where it 

began its long experimentation in repatterning agrarian property 

relations. Permanently embattled, the party tapped the 

countryside for taxes, materiel, and men-at-arms. It anchored 

lines of communication in small towns and the spaces between. 

From these emplacements it pushed out and in the process 

scattered the apparatus of repression upon which the gentry, 

merchants, clan heads, and landlords relied for the enforcement 

of the terms of their income.  

 

The party commanded an astute understanding of the peasant 

rebellion in Chinese history. Mao’s 1927 Report from Hunan, 

which features early in DeMare’s account, eludes to the sources 

of anger that drove rebellion. “The most violent revolts and the 

most serious disorders,” Mao wrote, “have invariably occurred 

in places where the local tyrants, evil gentry and lawless 

landlords perpetrated the worst outrages.” The party however  

 

was uninterested in letting peasant anger find its own chaotic 

expression. Through the early days of the Jiangxi Soviet (1931-

34) to the sequence of the Long March (1934-35), Anti-

Japanese War (1937-45) and the Civil War (1945-49), DeMare 

traces how party cadre and work teams mobilized and 

channeled villagers to upturn the old social order, viewed in 

mirror image to the party's new structures of governance; how 

the party urged and directed peasant demands for rent 

reduction, debt cancellation, and the redistribution of land; and 

how the party rewrote village political norms on waves of rural 

strikes and expropriations that simultaneously elevated new 

leaders and toppled old ones.  

 

In theory the inversion of power tacked closely to the party's 

historical understanding of class politics. Families that drew 

income from rent and interest, relied heavily on hired labor, or 

generally held sway over village affairs, were reduced to 

farming and following directives. At society's other end, poor 

peasants—fifty-seven percent of the population prior to 1950—

were land reform's economic beneficiaries and the well from 

which the regime drew local leaders. DeMare tells the now 

familiar story of how class positions were assigned. Both the 

ways in which they captured broadly dominant modes of rent 

and debt extraction, but also examples of their rough imposition 

upon villages in which socio-economic distinctions were mild 

at most. The portmanteau dizhu 地主 (lit. master of the land, or 

landlord) may have been alien to villagers, though landlordism 

wasn’t. Yet rural poverty was so widespread, and villages often 

too remote, to accommodate a resident landlord, pawnshop 

money-lender, or gentry family.  

 

The new revolutionary state demanded a new architecture of 

legitimation. In the hands of the CCP, land reform, but 

especially “class struggle” in its service, was the occasion to 

make plain a scientific accounting of the class-basis of the old 

order, the appropriate method for its abolition, and the norms 

of legitimate political action going forward. In DeMare's 

accounting, the land wars were as much a party instrument for 

sweeping away counter-revolutionary opposition in China's 

protracted civil war, and placing administrative footings in the 

village, as they were the setting for fanshen—mass political 

self-actualization through emancipatory action. In what would 

become Maoist doctrine, political self-actualization and 

socialist construction were mutually construed. In a dialectical 

theory of permanent revolution the one required the other, 

though in the hands of Mao the tendency to voluntarism was 

heavy. On the question of class struggle during land reform, 

DeMare’s analytical point is quite specific: the party's 

insistence that all villagers experience struggle rested on its 

conviction that only peasants who had internalized the 
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revolutionary experience would throw themselves behind the 

building of a socialist China.  

 

In a wide-ranging comparison of the path and aftermath of the 

Chinese and Russian revolutions, Perry Anderson spotlighted 

their very different temporal and spatial pace. Revolutionary 

forces in Russia, he pointed, overwhelmed the old regime in a 

swift “knock-out blow” to the state's coercive apparatus. It built 

its state without first securing general legitimacy. Whereas the 

CCP took power by accretion, constructing a “counter-state” 

and building mass support as it subtracted territory from the 

Nationalist's ledger, until the moment of the KMT’s collapse.1 

DeMare's most important contribution in Land Wars is possibly 

giving narrative structure to this centerpiece of the distinctive 

Chinese path. His book shows the ways that land reform did 

both the work of building the counter-state and anchoring its 

mass legitimacy. Along one front, party command and control 

reached into society's most elemental units. The scaffolding of 

work teams, peasant associations, party branches, district and 

village government needed to sum, expropriate, and redistribute 

property, fixed the state in continuous connection to the peasant 

household. This was in and of itself a remarkable 

accomplishment, putting the state in contact with its territorial 

subjects for the first time in history. Along a second front, and 

under the party's direction, public remonstrations against the 
tyranny of the old order—speaking bitterness sessions, rounds 

of struggle meetings, and public-square indictments— 

introduced and recruited villagers to the categories and theory 

of China's new politics. 

 

The center of action in Land Wars is village “class struggle.” 

DeMare describes in detail the party's solicitation of political 

talent from among middle and poor peasantry, its organization 

of laborers, tenants, and the poor into peasant associations, its 

recruitment of urban intellectuals to the cause of educating 

villagers, and its steering of the expropriation and distribution 

of land. Sometimes conciliatory, more often violent, the 

purpose of land-reform struggle was always didactic. The 

occasion instructed the masses of the systemic roots of personal 

degradations. DeMare quotes accordingly Cheng Houzhi, an 

intellectual involved in the campaign, who emphasized that 

mass meetings and so-called struggle sessions were “not only 

an important procedure for land reform, but also a revolutionary 

exercise of profound political and educational significance.”2 

The village “struggle” against its landlords was, in theory, a 

lesson in and repudiation of the existing social relations of 

exploitation, not an attack on individual moral failings. Land 

reform dismantled the vertically articulated bonds of fealty, 

piety, and paternalism associated with former modes of debt 

and rent extraction and replaced them with new collectivism, 

horizontal solidarities, and the party.  

 

DeMare’s study expertly weaves together the observations, 

commentary, and analysis of those who led land reform 

campaigns and discussed quite candidly its pedagogic function. 

The zealous search for exploiters, the expropriations of silver 

and gold, the beatings and deaths, but also examples of 

reluctance publicly to harangue fellow villagers or preference 

for reconciliation over punishment. That land reform took on a 

dizzying display of forms and methods should be no surprise in 

a country of approximately half a billion rural residents. But, 

DeMare’s book argues that it matters for rural politics after 

1950 that the party and particularly Mao insisted that the 

revolution move synchronically along the two tracks of regime 

building and peasants self-emancipation.  

 

Mao understood that objectively political power—a monopoly 

of the use of violence—came at the end of a gun barrel. Yet, he 

was consistent in his view that the road to power rested on the 

full participation of the masses.3 Making revolution, Mao once 

quipped, was akin to mastering the piano, which in the playing 

“it won't do to move some fingers only and not others.” As past 

scholarship has shown, his vision of the revolutionary process 

partly grew out of the objective conditions in which it operated: 

after 1927 the Chinese revolution became a protracted civil war 

in which the top-down mobilization of treasure, materiel, and 

men under arms was of constant strategic concern.4  Tension 

existed between the party's strategic objectives—military 

victory, industrialization, etc.—and the place of mass politics 

in their service. Arguable, the central debates of the 1950s and 

1960s were over which objective had primacy. These were 

tactical questions in the pursuit of concrete, measurable goals, 

to be sure. But also world historical questions, whose resolution 

would determine the course of human affairs.  

 
One thing was certain: once brought into politics the masses 

could not easily be kept out. Determinations of class standing 

at the time of land reform were the point of departure for village 

politics for some time to come. But, Land Wars suggests that 

village political struggles of the Maoist period, spotlighted over 

three decades ago in works such as Chen Village, were more 

than class labels in the service of grudge matches. Drawing on 

the writings of those who participated, DeMare shows that land 

reform was not a straightforward act of economic levelling, 

even as the party has fronted that achievement. It was also the 

occasion, DeMare claims, when peasants were expected to 

acquire revolutionary consciousness. Political backsliding was 

in the party's view indicative of incomplete land reform, 

consequently. Often it was seen as the sign of unwarranted 

peasant passivity in the course of redistributing land. Even party 

members and intellectuals who cringed at the sight of violence 

in the service of land reform conceded its necessity if peasants 

were ever to become political agents.  

 

The continuation of class labels well past their due date insured 

that the accusations that shaped land reform were revisited in 

the exercise of village politics after 1952. The heavy moral tone 

summoned by the party in the service of land struggles 

perpetuated the notion of congenital link between past and 

present. Subsequently, the regime's mobilization of the rural 

masses to build socialism—from the creation of mutual aid 

teams and cooperatives to the communes and backyard 

furnaces—returned for public abuse the now ragtag specters of 

evil landlords, village tyrants, running-dog collaborators, and 

KMT spies. There were to be sure contradictions between party 

theory and practice, and no doubt class struggle was scripted 

and ritualized. But, DeMare shows it mattered that peasants 

believed themselves to be agents of change on the grounds that 

they had indeed participated in the permanent transformation of 

village life. 
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Ending his study in 1952, DeMare asks whether in class 

struggle the masses achieved self-liberation. 5  Whatever the 

answer, it is hard to argue that the party failed to win the 

confidence and support of the peasantry as a result of land 

reform. With little to no compulsion (unlike in the USSR), over 

eighteen months between 1954 and early 1956 nine out of ten 

peasants formed mutual aid teams before joining together to 

create large cooperatives. By the end of 1956 two-thirds of 

cooperatives were considered fully socialist: meaning 

households had elected to be compensated for work rather than 

their “stock” in the cooperative. There was enthusiasm for these 

party objectives. As DeMare points out, land reform didn’t 

solve fundamental economic problems. For one thing, there 

simply wasn't enough to redistribute to make a difference. 

Reports afterward indicate that there was only 0.11 hectares 

each,  two-hundredths of an animal, and less than a quarter of a 

tool to redistribute to each entitled peasant. A typical poor 

peasant in 1954 had access to one-tenth of a hectare, half a draft 

animal, a third of a plow, and one-twentieth of a waterwheel. 6 

The historical weight of an unproductive system of farming was 

too great to rectify by land reform alone. Poor peasants 

understood this better and were thus supportive of larger 

productive combinations. New forms of cooperation in farming 

held out the promise of greater output and indeed seemed to be 
working between 1956 and 1959. Peasant enthusiasm continued 

to run high enough as villagers combined to form communes 

and then threw themselves behind the Great Leap Forward in 

1958. Whether or not they had liberated themselves, a large 

enough number of villagers supported and pushed the party 

agrarian program that it unfolded quickly and was proving 

successful before the Great Leap Forward. 7 

 

The wild adventurism of the Leap collapsed in 1960, under its 

own weight. The false reporting, bureaucratic mismanagement, 

absurdist thinking—such as the order to fertilize the soil with 

crumbled earthen building-bricks—and poor weather, ended 

with the worst famine in history in absolute numbers (less 

damaging in relative numbers than Stalin's famine). By all 

accounts, however rural morale recouped quickly enough. By 

1962 farm production was recovering. With some loosening of 

decision making, and the wider availability of chemical 

fertilizers, it then grew in the 1970s. The basic organization of 

planning and production remained the commune, complete with 

its economic bias toward piling on labor regardless of the 

effects on productivity—the continuation of a deeper past. 

Nonetheless, agriculture's ten percent share of national 

investment went to water conservancy, rural electrification, rice 

hybridization, and chemical fertilizers, and eventual tractor 

production.8 The suppression of rural consumption continued, 

directing savings to industry. Rural living standards remained 

 
1 Perry Anderson. “Two Revolutions.” New Left Review, 61. 

2010, 62-63. 
2 Land Wars, 129. 
3 In an irony of history Chiang Kaishek arrived at the same 

conclusion after his defeat by Mao. See Bruce Dixon, “The 

Lessons of Defeat: The Reorganization of the Kuomintang on 

Taiwan, 1950-52,” The China Quarterly, 1993, 133: 56-84. 

low and industry correspondingly stagnated, for want of a vast 

hinterland of consumers. The next venture in agrarian 

transformation would have to wait until Mao’s death. The 

Household Responsibility System transferred control of the 

farm to families, but also the burden of its costs. Buoyed by 

large state grain purchases, attuned to the costs of production, 

labor out on the farm grew. The rise of township and village 

enterprises, manufacturing cheap goods in high demand, raised 

rural incomes from less two-thirds to ninety percent of urban 

incomes.9 The HRS was an egalitarian redistribution of social 

wealth on the scale of land reform. Together with gains in 

household wealth, rural reforms wedded the peasantry again to 

the regime and, arguably, underwrote its stability through 

Tiananmen and across the decade of tumultuous economic 

change beyond.  

 

The period from the introduction of Mutual Aid Teams through 

the introduction of the HRS is rightly enough beyond the scope 

of DeMare’s study. As is the party’s abandonment of rural 

migrant workers to the discrimination afforded by the party's 

open enforcement of the hukou system in the factory 

conurbations of east China. What is the legacy of land reform 

now that the engine of growth has moved to the cities? There 

are perhaps three deserving attention. First, land reform 

terminated a host of economic strategies—from those of 
landlords and merchants to peasant households—that together 

constituted an historical barrier to industrialization. Second, 

today's state capacity—employed to guide industrial trade 

policy so effectively—was born in the countryside from the 

party's administration of land reform, collectivization, and grain 

procurements. 10  Third, land reform transformed the 

relationship between villagers and the state, making national 

political actors of the Chinese population. The first and second 

legacies paved the way for the imposition of market reforms: 

the subjugation of villagers to the price mechanism and its 

requirement that they reduce production costs or move into 

branches of industry offering higher wages. The state 

subsequently enhanced its ability to administer industrial and 

trade policy with the goal of capturing ever greater shares of the 

global market for manufactures.11 For the time being, the same 

state has managed to prevent rural and township protests from 

escalating and its monitoring capacity has had depressing 

effects on labor organizing. Of course none of these 

developments were in mind in 1952, nor perhaps in 1978. 

Unintended short and longer-term consequences are however 

worth considering when approaching an event as encompassing 

and deeply imprinted as China's land reform campaigns. 

.  
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 It has long been observed that the starting point of 

Taiwan's post war growth was land reform; also that its export-

driven industrialization model was predicated on a particular 

form of organized capitalism and focused state interventions. 

Land reform together with the KMT's early seizure of control 

of imports and exports terminated the economic strategies of 

both landlords and merchants and opened the way to investment 

in manufacturing. Party reform laid the groundwork for a 

wholesale increase in the regime's capacity to monitor and 

direct manufacturing growth by affecting relative prices.  
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